
The language of illness is a language of platitudes.  
Get well soon. Hoping for a quick recovery. 
Sending love. Take care in this tough time. Ad
jectives become few: quick, tough. The same 
verbs are used over and over: get, send, take, hope.

The language of revolutions is also one of plat
itudes. Ain’t no power like the power of the peo
ple ’cause the power of the people won’t stop, 
say what. The people united will never be divid
ed. No no we won’t go. No matter what they  
are asking for, protesters chant the same chants, 
their signs shout the slogans of before.

When we are desperate for change, as we are 
both in illness and insurrection, our language 
drains of complexity, becomes honed to its 
 barest essentials. We feel we cannot waste time 
with adjectives or similes or hypotaxis. No,  
we have a message to get across, and it’s crucial 
and immediate; we can’t afford to risk its 
 meaning getting lost in too many words. As ill
ness and revolution persist, though, the lan
guage made in them and about them deepens, 
lets in more nuance, absorbed in the acutely 
 human experience of encountering one’s limits 
at the site of the world’s end. Are these my  
own limits, or are they the limits of the world?

As they share a quality of language, illness and 
revolution both exist in similar kinds of time, 
the kind that feels crushingly present. The time 
is now, and it is long. However, the tempora lity 
in each can feel quite different, at first.

In illness, time slows down so extremely as  
to become still and unbearably heavy. For the 
sick person, or someone caring for the sick, time 
freezes, hardening around the body, locking ev
erything into this new center of gravity. All that 
can be done is to wait. The future gets further 

and further away, and the present moment—the 
one soaked in illness—becomes huge and cruel. 
In illness, the now feels like punishment.

In revolution, when it’s still young and fervent, 
time froths around the fact that the time is now. 
No longer will we do what we’ve done in the 
past, from today forward, we will!—and it 
doesn’t matter what comes next, its function is 
the same. The promise of change, the zeal for  
a new tomorrow, the hope for a different future: 
these innovate the now, and the now becomes  
a joyous defiance of fate.

At some point, though, the revolutionary now 
shifts toward the now of illness, wedged into 
what Arendt called “between past and future,” 
neverending, waiting for change to come, wait
ing, still, waiting. Conversely, as many chron
ically ill and disabled folks know, the now of 
illness soon radicalizes, reveals its subversive 
power, and produces a politic.

We tend to place illness and revolution opposite 
each other on the spectrum of action: illness is 
on the end of inaction, passivity, and surrender, 
while revolution is on the end of movement, 
surging and agitating. But maybe this spectrum 
is more like an ouroboros: one end feeding the 
other, transforming into, because of, made of the  
same stuff as the other.

Many thought the revolution, when it came, 
would look like how it’s looked before: a protest 
in the streets, some good looting and riots, a 
coup, a mutiny. The world has been anticipating 
the fury that’s been building up, in everyone 
and everything, about everyone and everything, 
and we’ve ached for it to finally boil over  
and erupt.
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Now might be a good time to rethink what a 
revolution can look like. Perhaps it doesn’t look 
like a march of angry, abled bodies in the streets.  
Perhaps it looks something more like the world 
standing still because all the bodies in it are ex
hausted—because care has to be prioritized be
fore it’s too late.

Those of us for whom sickness is an everyday 
reality have long known about its revolutionary 
potential. We’ve known that a revolution can 
look like a horizontal body in a bed, unable to go 
to work. We’ve known that it might look like 
hundreds of thousands of bodies in bed, organi
zing a rent strike, separating life’s value from 
capitalist productivity. We’ve known that a revo
lution can look like the labor of a single nurse, 
keeping the patients in her ward alive, or the la
bor of a single friend, helping you buy groceries. 
We’ve known that it can look like the labor of 
nursing and care expanded exponentially, all of 
us reaching out to everyone we know, everyone 
we know reaching out to theirs. We’ve known 
that a revolution can look like a community 
pitching in $5 per person for someone’s medical 
treatment—we’ve wondered when that commu
nity would notice just how revolutionary the act 
of communal care is.

The world has changed into something unrecog
nizable in these last weeks. The interminable 
now of illness is upon us, and the world’s able
ism has risen forcefully to meet it. The world’s 
ableism has always been a thing, it’s just now 
getting closer to those who normally don’t feel it.

What we’re watching happen with COVID19  
is what happens when care insists on itself, 
when the care of others becomes mandatory, 
when it takes up space and money and labor 
and energy. See how hard it is to do? The world 
isn’t built to give care freely and abundantly.  
It’s trying now, but look how alien a concept 
this is, how hard it is to make happen. It will 
take all of us—it will take all of us operating on 
the principle that if only some of us are well, 
none of us are. And that’s exactly why it’s revo

lutionary. Because care demands that we live  
as though we are all interconnected—which we 
are—it invalidates the myth of the individual’s 
autonomy. In care, we know our limits because 
they are the places where we meet each other. 
My limit is where you meet me, yours is where I 
find you, and, at this meeting place, we are 
linked, made of the same stuff, transforming 
into one because of the other.

Care so often feels as though it has to be given 
to you by someone else, and this can also seem 
how revolution feels. We wait for the change to 
be given to us by those in control, we hope for 
those in power to come to their senses. So many 
activists know that as power can be taken, it 
can be taken back. As care can be given, we can 
also take it. I’ve always found solace in the fact 
that the words caregiver and caretaker mean the 
same thing. We take care, we give care, and it 
can be contagious, it can spread. It shows us that  
the limit of the world is always a place to be 
 exploded, pushed against, transformed. Meet me  
there, at the end, where there is give and take, 
and let’s follow each other into the beginning.
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